NAME 5

HOW QUICKLY CAN YOU CREATE THE LIST?
OBJECTIVE OF THE GAME!

• Teams go back and forth, trying to list 5 things that fall into the presented category!
  • The catch? You’ve only got 30 seconds to do it.

• If a team can list 5 applicable things for the category, they get another card. If they do not, it’s the other team’s turn.
  • The idea is to go on rolls-how many lists can you go through before you get stumped.
ORANGE FOODS

POSSIBLE LISTS MIGHT BE . . .

Orange
Candy Corn
Carrot
Mango
Pumpkin

Cantaloupe
Apricot
Yams
Papaya
Cheetos

Goldfish
Sweet Potatoes
Doritos
Mandarins
Cheddar Cheese
RULES

• Only one team can answer at a time.
  • You cannot repeat the same word
  • Alternate forms of the same thing are ok, but . . .
    • Questionable answers can be called out by the other team!
  • If your answer doesn’t make sense, you need to explain it... but remember you only got 30 seconds, so maybe its not worth it.
SCORING

• Each team gets one point for every successful list.

• Their round ends when they either fail to get a list complete or get ALL STAR STATUS!
  • All Star Status simply means you got five in a row—its now the other team’s turn.

• This rules change when we come across Special cards!
THE BONUS - SPECIAL CARDS

• Throughout the game you’ll run across cards with special icons

Flip Flop: Both teams go back and forth naming individual answers for the category. No list; when a team is unable to name an answer, the other team wins the round. That team gets to go again.

Double Down: The Team must create two separate lists for two different categories in 30 seconds. Do do, and their points for the round double. Do not, and their points for the round are cut in half, and their turn ends.

Face Off: Each team chooses a player to go head to head for the card. Only those two players can make the list. First person to make it wins the round. That team gets to go again.
READY TO PLAY?

QUESTIONS?
Words that being with "Tri"
Central American Countries
Brands of Chocolate
Shades of Blue
People known for dramatic temper tantrums
Carbonated Beverages
Seedless Fruits
Types of Italian cuisine
U.S. Landmarks
Places people avoid
Ways to make fire

Ways to Put out a fire
Dads from TV sitcoms
Magic Tricks
Taco Toppings
Pre-K Toys
Presidents who served only two terms
One Hit Wonders
Types of Water
Synonyms for Small
Types of Trees
Invasive Species
Lutheran Hymns
Foods that are the color red
Islands countries in the Pacific Ocean
Flightless Birds
Books made into movies
Grilled Foods
Sunday Paper Comic Strips
Reasons to cry
Cities in Canada
Things people collect
Cooking utensils
Ways to lose a friend
Brands with Super Bowl commercials
Things that cause drama

Dramatic People
Forgone conclusions
Emotions that start with “S”
Cuts of steak
Retired American Sport Athletes
Parts of a chicken people eat
Things that scare kids
Old appliances
U.S. States starting with the letter “N”
Sports involving swimming
Words that begin with "X"
Words that end with “less”
Foods from Norway
Foods that are the color purple
Famous Composers
Black & White Movies
Seedless fruits
Frozen desserts
Coffee Brands

Cereal Brands
Words that begin with "Pro"
Repulsive smells
People you need an appointment to see
Famous blunders
Things that bother teenagers
Items found under a bed
Languages in North America other than English
Aerobic exercises
Famous Battles
Poisonous Foods
Things eaten raw
Dance moves
Types of currency
Famous food brand mascots
Rock Band Breakups
Famous news anchors
Pop Song Topics
Clothing companies for men
Toys that kids build/stack
Heartbreaking movies
Activities you do in the snow
Former nations in Europe
Yellow-colored foods
Villains from Novels
Eight-limbed creatures
Endangered birds
Western films
Infomercial products
Sharp objects
5 nations in the Bible (Besides Israelites) ending in "ites"
Five Protestant Reformers
Species of shark
States bordering Tennessee
Occupations no one wants
Philosophers

Famous Child Actors
Honeymoon Destinations
Food Powders
Edible cuts of a hog
Noisy insects
French-speaking lands
Conspiracy Theories
Potluck Dishes
Disco songs
Award Winning TV shows
Things made from grapes
Types of storms
Historical European Monarchs
Disney Villains
Things that require a shot
Hoaxes
Pratical Jokes
Science Terms

Math terms
Word beginning with “Ant” (other than the insect)
Halloween candies kids put back in the bowl.
Synonyms for “hurt”
Cooks of a steak
Things done at wedding receptions
Types of hats
Topics that quiet a lively discussion
Livestock
Things teenagers don’t understand
Wars in the 1800s
Dated hairstyles
Cold cuts
Miserable fanbases
Reasons toddlers cry
Fishing lures
Types of diet
Ways to eat a egg
Things found in an antique store
Food found in TV dinners
Nicknames for William

下行箭头

Nicknames for Theodore
Game shows
Minerals
Adverbs starting with “B”
Things that make you tired
Popular TV hosts
Moons in the solar system (besides ours)
Reasons to buy a Convertible
Types of sweetener
Places husbands like to go, but not wives
Empires
Places wives like to go, but not husbands
Things put in a freezer
U.S. sporting events
Reasons to decorate the house
Movie Composers
Spicy dishes
Mythological creatures  Mythological Heroes
Food-related injuries
Ways to impress others
Disney World attractions
Things that ONLY come in a can
Schools in our county
Songs about summer
Lenten hymns
Things to do with water balloons
British authors
Countries bordering Russia
Synonyms for “defeated”
Places that sell sub sandwiches
Constellations
Famous bridges

Famous Walls
Things kid say when they’re in trouble
Words beginning with “Con”
Mountain ranges
Things you knit
Lazy behaviors
Things that backfired
NHL teams
Seven letter words